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1.

Paragraph 3:
Delete and replace by:
"3.
Table 1 calls for information on the numbers of naval
units at the end of 1954, and the planned numbers at the end of each
year from 1955 through 1958The"planned forces shown should be
limited to those:
whose costs of operation are provided for in the
planned expenditures shown in Section
of the
country reply to this Questionnaire, and
for which national plans envisage a reasonable level
of manning, that is also in accordance v/ith anticipated
total military manpower availabilities indicated in the
country reply to the Questionnaire on National Military
Sjervice (AC/83~D/8(Final) ), and
whose matériel (vessels or aircraft, and equipment to
a reasonable level) is on hand or is provided for in
the financial plans shown in the country reply to the
Economic and Financial section of this Questionnaire,
o|r which is expected to be available from mutual aid
programmes."

2.

Paragraphs 4 and 5:
Change title between these two paragraphs to:
!!
. '''Materiel Deficiencies"

3«

Paragraph. 5 - 2nd line:
Insert the words "critical" between the words "with" and

Paragraph 6 (see Corrigendum 1, dated Ilth March, 1955)'.
Delete this paragraph and replace by the following:
"If desired this statement may be supplemented by reports
in* the forms provided in Tables 3 and 4."
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Paragraph 105:
Add the following at the end of the paragraph:
"(For example, a ship reported in column (2) by D + 1 5 , should be
reported in column.(l), and not in column (2), for D+30 and later
time phasings if, by D+3O, it will meet the standards referred to in
paragraph 104)".
Paragraph 302 (for remaining corrections see revised page of
Corrigendum 1, dated Ilth March, 1955):
Delete the paragraph and renumber, subsequent paragraphs
accordingly/
Paragraph 303:
In the first sentence delete the words:
"For items other than aircraft".
Paragraph 509:
I
. Delete the second sentence starting with the words "For
aircraft....".
Paragraphs 314 and 410
Delete the paragraph and replace by:
"Serial 5 should be: reported on the basis of shipments
rather than deliveries. Figures,should be taken directly from
the forecast of programmed end-item aid shipments given in Annex
I If countries have a valid_ reason to anticipate end-item
aid which has not yet been programmed, such deliveries should be
entered under Serial 6 (see next paragraph)."
Para/rrabihs .315 and 411
j Delete the last sentence and replace by the following:
I "The source of deliveries entered under Serial 6 and the
basis of any anticipated additional aid should be shown in an
accompanying note."
Paragraph .516 - 5th line:
; Delete the words "'maintenance. replacement and".

